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Throughout the present note, A/B will represent a ring extension
with common identity 1, V the centralizer V(B) of B in A, and C the
center o A. Following K. Hirata [2], A/B is called an H-separable
extension if A(R)A is A-A-isomorphic to an A-A-direct summand of a
finite direct sum o copies o A. To be easily seen, A/B is H-separable
m) and casimir elements
if and only if there exist some v e V (i= 1,
x(R)y o A(R)A (which means ( x(R)y)x--x( x(R)y) or
all x e A) such that ,,j xj(R)yv=l(R)l (cf. [4; Proposition 1]). Such
a system (v;
x(R)y} will, be called an H-system for A/B. On the
other hand, A/B is called a let QF-extension if .A is finitely generated
(abbr. .g.) projective and there exist some fr e Horn (BAB, BB.) (r--1,
n) and casimir elements
crs(R)d o A(R)A such that
cf(dr)
--1. Such a system (f ;s c(R)d} will be called a left QF-system
for A/B. Quite symmetrically, a right QF-extension and a right QFsystem can be defined, and A/B is called a QF-extension if A/B is left
QF and right QF. One will easily see that A/B is QF if and only if
there exist a let QF-system and a right QF-system or A lB.
The notion o an H-system will provide a new technique to reconstruct the commutor theory in H-separable extensions developed in
[2], [3] and [5]. In this not% we use the technique to prove the following which are motivated by [4; Theorems 4 and 5]"
Theorem 1. Assume that A /B is an H-separable extension. Let
B’ be an intermediate ring of A/B with V’--V(B’) such that V(Vt)
B’ and v, V’v, @, Vv, (V’ is a W-W-direct summand of V).
(1) If there exists a left (resp. right) QF-system for A/B’ then
Vt/C is right (resp. left) QF.
(2) If there exists a right (resp. left) QF-system for V’/C then
A,, (resp. ,,A) is f.g. projective and there exists a left (resp. right)
QF-system for A / B’.
(3) A/B’ is QF if and only if so is V’/C.
Theorem 2. Assume that A/B is an H-separable extension. Let
B’ be an intermediate ring of A/B with V’=V(B’) such that
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s

,

@,A,.
(1) If there exists a left (resp. right) QF-system for B’/B, then
,V (resp. V,) is f.g. projective and there exists a right (resp. left)
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QF.system for V / V’.
(2) If B=V(V) and there exists a right (resp. left) QF-system
then B’, (resp. B’) is f.g. projective and there exists a left
V/V’,
for
(resp. right) QF-system for B’/B.
(3) In case B= V(V),B’/B is QF if and only if so is V/V’.
In order to prove those above, several results obtained previously
in [1] and [3] will be required. However, for the sake of completeness,
we shall give sel-contained proofs to such preliminary results. In
what follows, we assume always A/B is an H-separable extension with
an H-system {vi; ,j
First, we consider the A-A-homomorphism ]" A(R).A-Homc (V, A)
(a(a2--(v-ava)). Since ], xi(yavia= -], axtj(yva2--a(a,
we see that ] is a monomorphism. Moreover, i, xi(R)yav--a(R)l
implies ,,j g(x)(R)yav=g(a)(R)l (g e tIom A,A),a e A). Applying
we obtain
g(xi)vyav-g(a)v (v e V). In particular, if there
exists a right B-epimorphism p" AB which induces the identity map
on B then for a e V.(V) we have p(a)--i,j p(x)yav--, p(xi)yjva
a, which means that if B _A then V(V)--B. Finally, given
h e Home (V, A), there holds
xvyh(v)-h(,,i, xvyv)=h(v),
namely, is an epimorphism. Summarizing the facts mentioned above,
we obtain the following"
Lemma 1. (1)
g(xi)vyav--g(a)v (g e Hom (A, A), a e A,
ve V).
(2)
viaxvg(yj)-vg(a) (g e Hom (BA, BA), a e A, v e V).
(3) Vc is f.g. projective and is an isomorphism whose inverse
is given by h, xi(R)yh(v) (c. [1;p. 112]).
(4) If B,A, (resp. ,B,A) then VA(V)-B ([3; Proposition
1.2]).
Next, the map V(R)cV-Hom (,A, A,) (u(R)u(auau)) is a
V-V-isomorphism, whose inverse is given by h
h(x)yij(R)v
v(R) xh(y) (Lemma 1). Now, let V’ be a subring of V with
B’=V(V’) suchthat V(B’)--V’ and ,V’,,V,. I h Hom (.,A,,
B,A,) then -l(h)=Y]
h(x)y(R)v= v(R) xijh(y) e (V’(R)cV)
(V(R)c V’)-- V’(R)c V’ ( V(R)c V). This proves the following"
Lemma 2. Let V’ be a subring of V with B’-VA(V’) such that
V(B’)=V’ and v,V’v,v, Vv,. Then, induces a V’-V’-isomorphism
V’(R)cV’-Hom (,,Az,, ,Az,), and so an element h of Hom (,A,, .,A,)
is in Hom (,A,,, ,,B’B,) if and only if -l(h) is a casimir element of
V (R)cV.
Proof of Theorem 1. (3) is only a combination o (1) and (2).
Let q" V-V’ be an arbitrary V’-V’-epimorphism which induces the
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identity map on V’.
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(1) Let {f;
c(R)d} be a left QF-system or A/B’, and g" V’
-C the maps given by v’. cv’d. Then, by Lemma 2 and Lemma
1 (2),
q(v)(R), xf(y)= v(R) xf(y) re casimir elements
o V’(R)vV’ and {g; q(v)(R) xf(y)} is a right QF-system or
V’/C. Furthermore, V’c is f.g. projective as a C-direct summand o

,

,

.g.

projective Vc.
(2) Let {g;
u’(R)v’} be a right QF-system or V’/C, and
given by a, u’yagq(v)v’.
right
B’-homomorphism
A--B’
the
f"
.g.
an
is
projective
coordinate system (abbr. FGPThen, {f; x},
system) or A,. In act, by Lemma 1 we have .,xf(a)
gq(,; x;u,y; v,)v, a
x;u,,y;agq(v)v,, a
gr(Ur)Vrs---a. Finally, i f" ,A,,-,B’, are given by a,,
u,,ag,q(’v)v’, then
x,;f(y;)
x; f;(1)= 1, which means that
{f; ]; x;(R)y;} is a left QF-system or A/B’.
Lemma :} ([3; Proposition 1.3]). Let B’ be an intermediate ring
of A/B with V’=V(B’) such that ,B’z,<@,A,. Then, induces a
B’-B’-isomorphism B’(R)B’- Hom (r, Vr,, r,Ar,), Moreover, V(V’)--B’,
and so an element h of Horn (r, Vr,, r,Ar,) is in Hom (r, Vr,, r,V’r,) if
and only if -(h) is a casimir element of B’(R)B’.
Proof. Obviously, (B’(R)A) F1 (A(R)zB’)--B’(R)zB’( A(R)A) and ?
induces a B’-B’-monomorphism ]z," B(R)B’-Hom (r, Vr,, r,Ar,). Now,
let p" AB’ be an arbitrary B’-B’-epimorphism which induces the
identity map on B’. Since
p(x;)vy;
x;(R)y; is a casimir element,
and
x;vp(y;) are in V’ (v e V). Accordingly, i h e Horn (r, Vr,, r,Ar,)
then by Lemma 1 (1) we have
p(x;)vy;h(v)--h(.,; p(x,;)vy;v)
--h(p(1)v)--h(v), and similarly by Lemma 1 (2)
h(v)x;vp(y;)
--h(v). Hence,
h(v)x(R)p(y) e (B’
p(x)(R)yh(v)--(h)
is an epimorphism.
@A)(A(R)B’)=B’(R)B’, which means that
In particular, considering h as the map defined by vxv with x e V(V’),
we have p(x)--, p(x)yxv--x
p(x)yv--x (Lemma 1 (1)),
which proves V(V’)=B’.
Lemma 4. Let V’ be a subring of V with B’--V(V’) such that
V(B’)= V’. Let B* be an intermediate ring of B’/B with V*= V(B*).
(1) If ,B’ ,Az then the map ." V*(R), V-Hom (.B’z, z.A)
(v*(R)v(b’v*b’v)) is a V*-V-isomorphism, whose inverse is given by
h hp(x)y(R)v, where p" A--.B’ is an arbitrary B’-B-epimorphism which induces the identity map on B’.
In particular,
V(R),V-Hom (.B’., .A) is a V-V-isomorphism. Moreover, if
h e Hom (B’, zB.) and b’ e B’ then
hp(x)y(R)v is a casimir
element of V(R),V and
hp(x)yb’v=h(b’).
(2) If B’,.A, then the map ’." V(R),V*-.Hom (.B’.,A.)
(v(R)v*(b’vb’v*)) is a V-V -isomorphism, whose inverse is given by
h, v(R), xhp(y), where p" A--.B’ is an arbitrary B-B’-epimor
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phism which induces the identity map on B’.
Proof. It is enough to prove (1). If h e Hom (.B’, .A) then

,j hp(xj)yt e V* and t, hp(x)yb’v=hp(b’)=h(b’) (Lemma 1 (1)),
which means that the map defined by h
hp(x)yj(R)v is a right
inverse o .’. Moreover, noting that ] p(x)vy e V’, we have
v*p(x)vy(R)v--v*(R)v (Lemma 1 (1)), which means that the

,

above map is the inverse of .’.
Proof of Theorem 2. (3) is a combination o (1) and (2), and
Va(V’)--B’ by Lemma 3. Let p" A-+B’ be an arbitrary B’-B’-epimorphism which induces the identity map on B’.
(1) Let {f }-, c’(R)d’,} be a left QF-system or B’/B. If g" v,V
V’
Vv,-+v,V’v, are defined by vr, crsv(j fp(x)y)d
-v, and g’
andv, c,vd respectively then, by Lemma 1 (1) and Lemma 4 (1),
one will easily see that {g,; v,}, is an FGP-system or ,V and {g;
}, ,#f,p(x,#)y,j(R)v,} is a right QF-system or V/V’.
(2) Let {g,; u,(R)v}, be a right QF-system or V/V’, and
f,#" B’-.B the right B-homomorphism given by b’,, u,p(y,#gr(vi))
x(R)yjg(v)--, p(x)(R)p(yig(v)) is a
b’v. By Lemma 3,
casimir element o B’(R)B’. By Lemma 1, we have then
p(x)f
(b’)
},, p (xj) ur p (yg (vi)) b’v
xu yg (v) b’vr
gr(u8)v=b’, which means that
g(,j xjusyv)b’v=b’
{f; p(x)}, is an FGP-system or B’. Finally, iff’B’--+B are
given by b’ ub’v then ,j,rp(x)f(p(yg(vi)))-- ,,p(x) fj(1)
1. This proves that {f
p(x)(R)p(yg(v))} is a let QF-system
for B’/B.
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